Wandering Sheep 7-10-05
Matthew 18:15-20 (NIV)
15"If

your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just between the two of
you. If he listens to you, you have won your brother over. 16But if he will not listen,
take one or two others along, so that 'every matter may be established by the
testimony of two or three witnesses.' 17If he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the
church; and if he refuses to listen even to the church, treat him as you would a pagan
or a tax collector. 18"I tell you the truth, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in
heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven. 19"Again, I tell you
that if two of you on earth agree about anything you ask for, it will be done for you by
my Father in heaven. 20For where two or three come together in my name, there am I
with them."
After Jesus’ discourse on true greatness, humility, and not looking down on others, He
gave instruction for what to do when the inevitable offenses take place. He showed us
how to avoid conflict by holding one another in high regard, but then told us what to do
when we fail. Jesus warned that offenses were inevitable. (Matthew 18:7) He didn’t give
us the details of church government, or outline programs for this or that, but He did tell
us how to resolve the inevitable conflicts. Perhaps this is the one thing He did leave
instruction for because His new command is that we love one another. (John 13:34-35)
15"If

your brother sins against you, go and show him his fault, just between the two of
you. If he listens to you, you have won your brother over.

This first instruction could stop the majority of conflicts within the church, so I’m going
to go over it carefully with you and trust that we will hear Jesus’ instruction to us. First,
Jesus is saying that this is about conflict within the church body. He is addressing
someone who has been wounded by a fellow believer. This is not about dealing with
the world. (1 Corinthians 5:9-13) We should expect them to sin against us and readily
forgive them for they know not what they do. It is much more painful when a believer
hurts us because we expect love from them. (Psalm 41:9) The people who hurt you
the most are those you are closest to. Notice that Jesus is addressing the wounded
party. He is asking the wounded one to take action.
Just what are the implications of “sins against you”? The Greek word is hamartano.
The most common usage was “to be without a share in something”. It is literally the
negative of respect, in other words disrespect. They don’t treat you like a brother or
sister. They act as if they have nothing to do with you.
The next most common is the one you hear in sermons, to miss the mark. The mark
was decency and kindness, but in some way they missed that with you. Their conduct
didn’t conform to the minimum of respectable behavior toward you.
It can also mean to wander from the path of righteousness and honor. This last
meaning would tie it together with the one sheep that wondered off in preceding story.
I prefer this last meaning, though certainly all are applicable. It seems the theme of
the entire chapter is to help us have a right attitude and relationship with one another.
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Instead of thinking about superiority and personal rights, we are to see one another as
God’s little ones, greatly loved of God. (Matthew 23:8)
The person that offends us is then seen as one of the sheep in the fold that has gotten
their eyes off the shepherd and wandered into dangerous territory. The shepherd
wants them back. The path they wondered down was one of unrighteousness and
dishonor. In some way they acted without respect toward you, and that wounded your
soul. When that happens, you have a very difficult time forgetting the incident that
caused you pain and the most common response is to look for others to sympathize
with you. You all know exactly what I’m talking about. I struggle in this area like the
rest of you. You want to tell someone of the injury to your soul because the sympathy
feels good and makes you feel justified in your animosity. You feel validated and at the
same time feel like you have another person on your side against the offending sheep.
Jesus said it is only supposed to be between the two of you. How many should know at
this point? 2! Of course, if other people have been dragged in by the offending party,
there is nothing you can do to stop that. But if no one else knows, you should not tell a
soul at this point. Jesus said the course of action is to go straight to that person and
show them their fault. In many cases, the one who has hurt you did not have a clue that
their behavior has been so harmful. They haven’t looked up to see how far from the fold
they have wandered. Go as soon as the heat of anger has died down. Go as soon as you
can share in love. The words translated “show him his fault” means to bring it to light,
to make it clear so that they can see what they have done. (John 3:20-21)
If you are genuinely going with a desire to bring them back on the path, then there is
no hint of vindictiveness or anger. Instead, there is the fruit of the Spirit, love,
gentleness and patience. (Galatians 5:22-23) When you go humbly in the Spirit,
considering your own weaknesses, you are much more likely to win the person back.
(Galatians 6:1) Your relationship can be stronger than it ever was before. That was the
case with Paul and Peter. (Galatians 2:11; 2 Peter 3:15)
Let me also add that if you refuse to go, it is out of a lack of love for the person, and it
most likely will result in bitterness and a lack of forgiveness in your own heart. If you
see this person wondering away from the fold into the wolf’s territory and don’t act, it
is a total lack of love. Maintaining superficial peace in a church so as to try to keep
everyone happy only results in increasing damage and hypocritical spirituality. Love
confronts lovingly to restore genuine peace and true spirituality. (Proverbs 27:5-6)
Leaving the issue unresolved is a sign of unforgiveness on the offended person’s part.
Unforgiveness grows into a root of bitterness that defiles you. (Hebrews 12:15) The
surest way to poison your own spirit and damage your health is to nurse
unforgiveness. (Proverbs 14:30) It is never a healthy thing to avoid clearing the air.
The one on one confrontation in love will often reveal a misunderstanding. It often
results in the offended person seeing the issue from a different perspective. When the
offender truly has strayed from the path and needs to repent, it saves his relationship
with the Lord and with you. Bringing the issue into the light causes them to face the
issue that had been hidden in the darkness of their heart. It is reminiscent of David
and Nathan. When King David was in adultery and guilty of murder, Nathan confronted
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him with a parable. (2 Samuel 12:7) Suddenly David’s sin was in the light. What he had
tried so desperately to hide was now in the light of day. (See 2 Samuel 12) When that
happens, we both embrace our sin and turn from God, or we embrace God through
repentance and turn from sin. There is no middle ground any longer. What a joy to win
your brother back as a friend to you and to the Lord. (Proverbs 9:9)
19My brothers, if one
of you should wander from the truth and someone should bring him back,
20remember this: Whoever turns a sinner from the error of his way will save him from
death and cover over a multitude of sins. James 5:19-20 (NIV)

Listen to how James, Jesus half-brother, described this scenario.
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The one on one sometimes fails to win the person back. Jesus tells us what to do next.
16But

if he will not listen, take one or two others along, so that 'every matter may be
established by the testimony of two or three witnesses.'

Jesus tells us to follow the Mosaic instruction. (Deuteronomy 19:15) People were only
convicted of crimes when there were several witnesses to confirm the crime. When the sin
is brought out into a little more light, that of a few other people, the person is more likely
to see their need to repent. They may have reasoned that it was a personal animosity, or
that the individual was out of line to confront them, but when a few others come to be
witnesses to the injustice or slight caused by the offender, they are more likely to face
their sin. They are there to confirm the facts and encourage repentance and restoration.
They are trying to win the person back into full fellowship that sin has severed.
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If the witnesses testify to the sin and the offender still refuses to repent, Jesus tells us
the next step.
17If

he refuses to listen to them, tell it to the church; and if he refuses to listen even to
the church, treat him as you would a pagan or a tax collector.
The entire church body is made aware of the situation. That sounds very drastic. It is
rarely practiced today for fear of lawsuits. Why does Jesus teach such severe action?
What is His new command? We are told to love one another. (John 13:34) We are to
be known by our love. That is our major witness. (John 13:35) When the witness of
the church is damaged by strife and contention, the testimony of Christ in our
community is damaged. But remember, it is not only for the sake of the church, but
also out of love for the wandering brother.

In that verse, Jesus tells us the fourth step, if there is no repentance. To treat the
person as a tax collector or pagan, is to treat them as an outsider lost in sin. It does
not mean that we are never to talk to them, but when we do, it is to encourage their
repentance and restoration, not to have fellowship. The loss of fellowship with the
body, the loss of protection of the umbrella of prayer and blessing of the body of
Christ, can be tools that wake the person to their need to repent and humbly ask for
forgiveness. The difficulties they experience will drive them to repentance unless they
have hardened their heart in pride. There is an example of this in the letter to the
Corinthians. Once the person repented, they were to welcome the person back into the
fold with open arms, like the Father welcomed the prodigal son. (2 Corinthians 2:6-8)
All is forgiven; fellowship is restored. Next Sunday we will have more on the
importance of forgiveness.
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This is Jesus’ very clear teaching on the steps to take when someone sins against you.
I ask all who regularly fellowship with us to submit themselves to this instruction. It is
for the good of all. This is never something to be exercised by an autocratic leader.
That is Jesus’ point in using the entire congregation. It is an act of love for the Lord,
His body, and the offender and should never be a power play for someone to have
their way. This is Jesus’ instruction for the health of the church.
The end of this passage is often taken completely out of this context and used to say
something that contradicts the rest of Scripture.
18"I

tell you the truth, whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and
whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.

Whenever you attempt to understand the meaning of a verse, you must not only put it
in the context of the passage but also in the setting of the hearers of that day. First,
we see that the context is that of church discipline. When the body of Christ agrees to
separate a person from fellowship, they are acting at the direction of the Holy Spirit, in
obedience to God’s word, and therefore are assured that heaven (God) is where the
decision originated.
This was a common rabbinical expression. The rabbis sometimes spoke of a principle

or action as being bound in heaven or loosed in heaven to indicate, respectively,
that it was forbidden or permitted in light of God's revealed Word. A Jew of that
day would have understood that Jesus did not mean that men could bend heaven's
will to their own but that God (here called heaven, a common Jewish substitute for
God's covenant name, Yahweh, or Jehovah) had an expressed principle with
which the church must conform. —MacArthur New Testament Commentary, The
The passage has been used in the strangest ways to ask nearly anything that comes
into the mind of the one praying. It is not about individual Christians bending the will
of God to conform to their will, but about the body of Christ yielding to the Holy Spirit
and coming into conformity with God’s word, that is, that which has been determined
in heaven. (1 John 5:14)
Jesus repeated the expression in a different form.
19"Again,

I tell you that if two of you on earth agree about anything you ask for, it will
be done for you by my Father in heaven.
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This verse is also often taken out of context. The subject has not changed. The context
is church discipline. The emphasis is to put the fear of God in the rebellious sinner who
will not repent. That person cannot say that this is just a bunch of people and their
opinion. Jesus is strongly declaring that they have the backing of Almighty God to
make their declaration.
The eternal principle is that when there are a number of us in agreement in the Spirit,
we are voicing the direction of the Holy Spirit. Again, we are not changing heaven,
heaven is revealing to us God’s will. We are praying it into the earth, not because we
have gotten together and demanded that God do what we agreed upon, but because
together we discerned the leading of the Holy Spirit that teaches us to pray God’s will.
(Romans 8:27) I have seen churches pray, claiming this verse as a promise, that their
4
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church would be overflowing with new members, that they would start new churches,
that their finances would be multiplied, and on and on. None of it was done for them
by their Father in heaven. Did the promise fail, or did they misunderstand the
Scripture? When we are faced with the reality that a prophecy did not come to pass, or
a promise not be fulfilled, then we must examine the validity of the prophecy (when
from a man) or our understanding of the prophecy or promise in the Word. Many times
we pull a verse from its context and culture and then wonder why it doesn’t “work”.
God’s word never fails! God is not a man that He should lie. (Numbers 23:19) It is we
who need to reexamine our understanding of the word and search for the meaning of
that word in that context and culture in which it was written. How did they understand
that message in their day? That is the intended meaning.
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There is a universal truth in this verse. When Christians pray together, and the Holy
Spirit places upon their heart to pray for the same thing, they can sense the
confirmation of the Spirit that they are praying God’s sovereign will. Watch for that
when you come together to pray. It is a wonderfully encouraging thing. It is not God’s
magic credit card to have your way. It is His assurance that you are an instrument of
the Almighty.
20For

where two or three come together in my name, there am I with them."

What is the context? The witnesses that confirm the sin of a fellow believer are those
that have gathered in His name. God is in that judgment. Do you see how it fits with
the passage? How have you most commonly heard it used? When a few of us get
together to pray, our numbers are small but we encourage one another with the fact
that Jesus is with us. That IS true, but it is NOT what this verse is teaching. It is not
the context of the verse.
Jesus is with me when I’m alone. Yes, there is a difference in corporate worship,
nevertheless, He is with each and every believer whether they are locked in a jail cell
or driving their car or climbing a mountain. If He was only there when two or three are
gathered, I’d never want to be alone again. We have numerous examples of God
mightily answering the prayer of solitary believers. (James 5:16)

“In my name” means with His authority. The intended meaning fits perfectly into the

passage. When a few believers have gathered in the authority and direction of the Holy
Spirit and remove a person from the fellowship, it is Jesus who is acting. Heaven
agrees with their action of binding him from fellowship. When they welcome the
repentant sinner back, Jesus is in their midst welcoming them back. Heaven looses
them from their sin debt and isolation because they repented. (1 John 1:9)
Well, I hope I haven’t completely discouraged you from using these encouraging
verses. Instead, I hope that I have encouraged you to see them in the light of the
passage and to use them correctly. Does this church dare to use church discipline?
Absolutely! Fortunately, when issues have risen in the past, it hasn’t had to come to
the congregation. The offender either repented or separated themselves. We will follow
the instruction of Jesus, for the health of the church, for us individually, and that of the
offender. Jesus’ way is the best way. Amen? Will you commit yourself to it?
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